Francis of Assisi had brought forth onto the world a sun. - Dante
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SUMMARY1

I

t is generally understood that the spirituality of Francis of
Assisi is a life-long journey of religious consciousness
and conversion, which begins with an experience of
God’s love and proceeds through an ongoing commitment to
living each day authentically in accordance with gospel values.
Through a deliberate and explicit use of Lonergan’s
transcendental method for enabling theology that is sound
and meaningful, the author considers the historic context in
which the poverello’s communication was conceived, crafted
and conveyed. Moreover, he indicates the merit of using this
same carefully honed methodological approach to
communicate Francis’ numerous religious insights to our own
contemporary culture in a manner that is both relevant and
compelling.
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INTRODUCTION
Thank you for your attendance this evening. I have been preaching, teaching and writing
about Christianity from a Franciscan perspective for some time. And it has been a passion of
mine to gain a better appreciation of the man at the source of Franciscan spirituality, a far
more inspiring man than the pious figure that adorns birdbaths.
In the beginning, I sensed that there is a great mind as well as a loving heart inside someone
who could summarize so much wisdom with so few words. I needed to know how poverty
in scholarship and such simplicity in expression could encompass the totality of Gospel
teaching without doing violence to even its subtlest nuance.
How could a man venture so close to the praxis of groups condemned as heretical, and yet
garner the support of the hierarchical church? How could a man, scarcely literate write so
poetically?
Gradually, I came to understand how major social, political and religious changes in his
environment shaped his interpretation of religious experience. I came to imagine how his
judgments would form, and how his intellectual, moral and religious consciousness would
sharpen by being attentive to the conflicts and inconsistencies around and within him.
I did this through the lens of Bernard Lonergan’s method for exploring any significant
existential question. This process revealed to me why scholars typically regard conversion as
the leitmotif of Franciscan spirituality. But it was my look at the communication of Francis’
insights that most convincingly brought me to appreciate Lonergan’s method.
Few of the Christian tradition, other than Jesus himself, have been the subject of as much
speculation as Francis of Assisi: More books and articles have been published about him
than any other figure in Christian history.2 No one has resembled more the image of Jesus
Christ and the evangelical form of life than Francis.3 No one has had a larger spiritual family:
Franciscans have made up the largest religious order in the history of Christianity.
Why is this? One author suggests that the ways in which the founders of major religions
introduced newness. First, they were originators of meaning and value; the past became
“new” to their visions. They did not give new answers; they raised new questions. Second,
their own lives were the best narratives, the best stories to reveal the goodness, the beauty,
and the rightness for which they stood.4
Notwithstanding his genius, Francis was not everyman; he was a particular man. The more
we know about his particularity, the better we can receive his spirituality.
No doubt Francis was very perceptive and intelligent, possessing an uncanny ability to recall
even the minutest details of scripture that was read in liturgies. In the beginning at least, this
was probably his only exposure to the verses that he cited so freely in his own writings.
As for his personality, if we applied the types identified in the Myers-Briggs Inventory to
Francis, we might speculate that he was an extroverted sensor, feeler and perceiver.
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We conclude that he was an extravert because of his initiative, and his expressive, gregarious
and enthusiastic nature, whereas the sensing assumption is suggested by his concrete,
realistic, practical, experiential and traditional thinking.
He was a feeler inasmuch as he was empathetic, compassionate, accommodating, accepting
and tender. Meanwhile, perceiving is marked by the casual, open-ended, pressure-prompted
and spontaneous style that was certainly his.
Francis “exhibited all the marks of the Sensor-Perceiver temperament, which is characterized
by an attitude of willingness to go in any direction the Spirit calls.”5 As an SP, Francis was
interested in the events, and therefore places, of Jesus’ life more than in his teachings. “The
events surrounding [Jesus'] birth, his hidden life, his baptism, his miracles, his passion, death,
and resurrection will hold special interest for the SP.”6
Conclusions such as these are only possible by plucking nuggets of fact from mountains of
legend. The specific questions that I address today are these: How did Francis of Assisi form
and communicate his spirituality, and how can we do so authentically today?
Lonergan’s Method in Theology was used explicitly in structuring my investigation because it
enabled me to better understand, sort through and order mounds of literature in search of
verifiable historical information about who Francis was initially, about why and how he was
transformed over time, and about how he communicated to those who gathered around
him.
LONERGAN’S TRANSCENDENTAL METHOD
Before applying his method, which he called transcendental, to the life of Francis of Assisi,
let me highlight some of the basic aspects of Lonergan’s approach, which is “concerned with
objectifying the human subject’s actual cognitional process”.7
The term “transcendental” is used to represent a system of striving for higher levels of
consciousness by moving from “the world of immediacy to the world filled with meaning
and permeated with value.”8
Of particular importance in understanding Lonergan’s method in general and its application
to Francis in particular are his perceptions of consciousness or intentionality. It is to this that
Lonergan related the eight functional specialties that he saw as comprising the work, not
only of theology, but of other disciplines as well.
Lonergan thought of human beings as coming to awareness through progressive levels of
consciousness. The first level is experience to which he urged us to be attentive. On this
level are situated all sensory operations.
The second level is understanding, which requires us to be intelligent in the operation of
inquiring, imagining, understanding, conceiving and formulating.9 The third level is judging
for which being reasonable is the operative precept as one reflects and determines the
sufficiency of evidence.10
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The fourth level of consciousness is deciding, which demands that we be responsible in the
choices that we make and in the actions that we undertake to breathe life into our
decisions.11 The apex of this ascent is mystery, the state of being in love.12
Essentially, the goal of doing theology is the authentic and historically contextualized
appropriation of someone else’s insights, to then mediate between that appropriation and
the particular culture in which we intend to explain, adapt or refute it. This almost inevitably
calls for the development and use of a new set of tools for effective communication.
In fact, through these four levels of consciousness, Lonergan discovered eight basic
activities, which he called functional specialties, the first four progress from experience to
decision in order to enable us to appropriate a tradition. They are research at the level of
experience; interpretation, at the level of understanding; history at the level of judgment; and
dialectic at the level of decision.
The next four come back down this ladder in order to mediate between a tradition and the
contemporary culture. These are foundations at the level of decision; doctrine at the level of
judgment; systematics at the level of understanding; and communication at the level of
experience, this time the experience of others.
HOW FRANCIS APPROPRIATED A RELIGIOUS TRADITION
Now, let’s consider with the help of Lonergan’s method how Francis appropriated the
Christian religious tradition that he received.
I applied the functional specialty of research to his experience of religion; interpretation to
how the culture affected his understanding; history to his discernment within the church;
dialectics to the conflicts that led to his conversion. I further applied foundations to the
development of his form of life; doctrine to his new priorities; systematics to his early rule
and admonitions and, finally, communication to the writing of his Testament.
Let’s begin with experience. Francis enjoyed easy access to considerable wealth, and–as he
grew up—he observed the exercise of tremendous power, sometimes directed to destructive
ends. He was deeply affected by this.
Partly for this reason, Francis was not keen to join the family business. Rather, he dreamed
of a yet more glamorous career as a soldier and eventually a knight. But instead of winning
the coveted crown of victory, he was captured and spent a lonely year in an inhospitable
dungeon cell.13 After being ransomed by his father, the demoralized young man returned
home in poor health.
Yet his dreams of knighthood persisted. In the spring of 1205, he eagerly joined the forces
gathered to oppose in Apulia certain German princes.14 With his father’s financial support,
he was outfitted with magnificent armour and set off for glory but had only reached Spoleto
before sensing a sudden divine call to turn back.
Thinking this to be the call of God, he then returned to Assisi, only a day’s ride away, but he
soon resumed his former practice of high living. As this left him increasingly unsatisfied, he
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began to practice almsgiving. After meeting a leper and being transformed by that
experience, he began to visit a leper hospital.
Soon, Francis began to pray with increased frequency in quiet and withdrawn places,
presumably to sort out the confusion in his mind. During this time, he had a religious
experience in the church of San Damiano, which he then began to repair. Finally, this
behaviour so upset his father, that he imprisoned Francis. When Francis escaped, Pietro
Bernadone sought restitution for what he had sold, precipitating an event before the bishop
at which Francis stripped himself of his father’s possessions and of his former life.
After he left the secular world, Francis’ attitudes and opinions were shaped by his experience
of the conflicting spiritual, political, and ecclesial currents that were prevalent at the close of
the 12th century. One such experience that is generally overlooked is his exposure to the
penitential movement.
Oftentimes, when seeing references to him as the “penitent from Assisi”, people assume that
Francis literally invented that movement. In fact, the movement had been around in one
form or another since the 3rd century, from imposed penance and then voluntary penance, to
the rise of the donati and “oblates”, and onward into Francis’ own time.15
There was nothing sudden about Francis’ transformation either. During his agonizing yet
perseverant quest for meaning, Francis prayed a lot and sought guidance from Scripture.16 In
his Testament, he would later clearly identify the Gospel as the inspiration for his form of life,
so it is fair to assume that his experience of it was significant.
There are few landmark moments in Francis’ experience of the Gospel as weighty as his
hearing Christ’s call to preaching in the Gospel of Matthew:
(Quote) Go and preach, ‘The Kingdom of Heaven is near! Heal the sick, bring the dead back
to life, heal those who suffer from dreaded skin-diseases, and drive-out demons. You have
received without paying, so give without being paid. Do not carry any gold, silver or copper
money in your pockets; do not carry a beggar’s bag for the journey or an extra shirt or a
stick. A worker should be given what he needs.’ (Unquote) (Mt10: 7-10).
Another experience that would change the course of Francis’ life was the fact that he
charismatically attracted others. First there were a few. Soon there would be many. There is
every indication that providing leadership to hundreds and then thousands of followers was
not part of his original plan.
As he had become solitary in prayer, this required adjustment to his self-understanding. With
time, Francis would develop an impressive balance between prayer and preaching. His
primitive hermitage experience and his experience of apostolic action would combine to
create a new form of spirituality that would become the movement’s trademark.17
+

+

+

Interpretation, as Lonergan understood the term, is the second function to be considered.
It calls on the full range of one’s intellectual capabilities but specifically concerns the
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understanding of data, not to settle what was written, which is the work of research, but to
settle what was meant.
To know what was intended, we need context.
Francis was born as the earlier culture of feudalism was giving way to new forces. Merchants
asserted themselves as a new social class, with money and trade replacing barter and
subsistence agriculture. Meanwhile, improved roads opened the possibility of travel.18
But the most fundamental change was in the size of population, which is estimated to have
doubled between the 10th and 14th Centuries.19
As a result, there were corresponding changes in economic systems that could safely be
characterized as revolutionary. This period witnessed an explosion in trade, the spawning of
small businesses, the emergence of professions, and a dramatic adjustment in banking and
credit arrangements.20
The crusades were also hugely important in the development of social change. In their wake,
knights streamed through Italian towns. Traveling minstrels sang of their great deeds and
writers glamorized their life in epics. The crusades’ more sinister legacy, however, was
leprosy, which also spread throughout the region.
With social and economic change underway, political change was inevitable but slow to
follow.21 This resulted in the breakdown in authority that had been prevalent since the
classical period. Religious pressures present in Southern Europe during the 12th and 13th
centuries also testify to this challenge.
The process of replacing Episcopal authority gave rise to the birth of communes, whose
character actually goes a long way toward accounting for elements of Franciscan spirituality.
When Francis was born the rural model of political organization was being replaced “by a
new form of free association of urban men. Rather than swear allegiance to a specific person
such as a duke or baron, men in communes pledged themselves to the good of the city.”22
Other aspects of the rise of communes were deeply disturbing to the young Francis. The
speed with which the new economic order rose to dominance was disruptive and divisive—a
recipe for an almost permanent conflict between people who had by then adjusted to the
vagaries of a class-based system.
Social, economic and political changes could not but impact on the church itself, on its own
interests, people and institutions. These would continue to militate in favor of a new ecclesial
order.
+

+

+

What did Francis intentionally choose to carry forward from his understanding of religious
experience? How did this choice shape his decisions about the course of his life?
In a way, we can argue that he picked the best of both worlds, the old and the new. Indeed,
the path his spirituality would follow or, if you will, his sense of the true continuity of
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Gospel meaning would begin at the crossroad of knighthood and brotherhood, of knightly
duty and the post-feudal freedoms exercised for the good of all. In effect, Francis redefined
for a new age the higher values of chivalry.
Knighthood was the ideal of his youth and, in some respects at least, the lens through which
we can better understand the decision he would take in the course of his conversion. In
youth, he sought fame, honour and privilege, not through wealth, but through worthy deeds.
He sought to dedicate himself, in the best tradition of chivalry, to a lady—Lady Poverty.
His manner would be courtly, but rather than that of a combative and privileged knight, it
would be that of a troubadour, a minstrel, a fool for Christ. For this reason, it was natural
for him to distance himself from the nouveau riche, like his father, whose designs were, in his
view, not coherent with Gospel values.
Brotherhood would integrate Gospel values with the freedoms that hard-working individuals
were seeking. He could relate to the cry of groups that sought the common good, not
according to restricted forms of living, but according to the liberating model that Jesus
provided.
The convergence of knighthood and brotherhood was not his unique ideal. This was the
time during which the Arthurian legend emerged. The emblematic round table served as a
poignant contrast to the elongated table with an obvious head and a clear seating
arrangement that indicated the power structures that prevailed. The round table heralded an
era of fraternity.
Being a man of integrity, Francis would transform into action his rational judgment about
the experience of religion that he had come to understand in the context of his immediate
surroundings. Having been reasonable in judgment, he would have to be responsible in
deciding how to change his life in a fashion that would be consistent with his new outlook.
+

+

+

Lonergan saw dialectic as the operation at the fourth level of consciousness, which reveals
the need to make responsible decisions based on rational judgements. He perceived the
existence of numerous strings of interpreted data, each having the potential of conflicting
with others. The responsible resolution of overt or latent conflicts, he argued, results in
intellectual, moral or religious conversion.
Lonergan defined intellectual conversion as “a radical clarification and, consequently, the
elimination of an exceedingly stubborn and misleading myths concerning reality, objectivity,
and human knowledge.”23 He saw moral conversion as “changes in the criterion of one’s
decisions and choices from satisfaction to value.”24 Religious conversion he understood as
“being grasped by ultimate concern. It is otherworldly falling in love. It is total and
permanent self-surrender without conditions, qualifications, or reservations.”25
To illustrate this step, let’s consider conversion operating in Francis. We begin with his
insights regarding brotherhood as oriented toward intellectual conversion; then, his
encounter with lepers leading to moral conversion; and, finally, his decision to repair the
church of San Damiano as a sign of religious conversion.
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Each of these would present him with the need to make difficult choices about the form his
life would take. Francis strove to reconcile discordant values from two eras; to marry the
heroic principles of knighthood with the commercial social structures of the post-feudal
economy. The tension that ensued haunted him relentlessly.
Braced with a newfound sense of belonging to a collectivity rather than a hierarchy, he
would no longer view authority and knowledge as fixed structures, and, certainly, no longer
would he view them as designed for the benefit of an earthly leader or lord. No longer would
he view the people in this new world order as immovable fixtures with immutable roles and
rules.
Rather, Francis would undergo an intellectual conversion. He would begin to see how
people can freely assemble to achieve great things, and future possibilities would be at once
exciting and frightening, giving rise to good and evil, depending on the value with which one
conceived and seized those possibilities.
In the opening part of his Testament, Francis declared what moral conversion resulted from
an encounter with lepers: “While I was in sin, it seemed very bitter to me to see lepers. And
the Lord Himself led me among them and I had mercy upon them.”26 Then comes the
sentence that signifies that this encounter developed into a major conversion experience and
evidence of a key insight: “And when I left them that which seemed bitter to me was
changed into sweetness of soul and body.”27
This was for Francis an epiphany experience and the beginning of a new way of
understanding that would affect his judgments and key decisions about how to live out his
faith. He wrote, “And afterward I lingered a little and left the world.”28 This is generally seen
as the single most powerful occurrence of his conversion.
The religious conversion that began at San Damiano, on the other hand, was “a struggle to
discern God’s will”29 for his particular life. His desire to have a clear sign of God’s will, in
the midst of social turmoil and moral confusion, is evident in the prayer that he uttered on
that occasion: “Most high, glorious God, enlighten the darkness of my heart and give me,
Lord, a correct faith, a certain hope, a perfect charity, sense and knowledge, so that I may
carry out your holy and true command.”30
While Francis accords his encounter with lepers a prominent place in his Testament, he has
provided no written record of his time at San Damiano. Nonetheless, we can accept that the
prominent tradition does reveal a basic truth about Francis’ call to transform the church.
The small stone structure at San Damiano was in disrepair, evidently suffering from years of
neglect.31 He repaired it physically, but the great merit of this incident was that this gesture
also symbolized the healing that he was to bring to the broader Church community, which
was afflicted by numerous corruptions, errors and scandals.
The story of Francis at San Damiano illustrates the fact that his conversion transported him
to the ultimate level of consciousness, namely to religious conversion. He experienced the
profound and transformational feeling of “being in love in an unrestricted fashion.”32
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For Francis, the freedom that he exercised by choosing to spend time at San Damiano gave
him the capacity to move toward greater meaning. This was not flight from a world that
might have disappointed him but more an intentional act of responding to love with love.
Judging from Celano’s account, Francis’ experience of divine love; his experience of value as
articulated in the Gospel; and his experience of seeing the church that housed the painted
symbol of Christ’s self-emptying love falling into ruin and disgrace combined to provoke
him into decisive action.
The “voice” talked about in this story was, at minimum, an insight. It was at the very least a
objectification of his consciousness regarding the role of Church in the expression of God’s
love. He can be said to have judged from that moment that God’s house - and later,
metaphorically, the faith community of God’s people – could no longer be allowed to fall
into disrepair.
Such experiences converge to give meaning to his status as a 13th century Italian penitent,
for this was key to his self-understanding. Indeed, Francis accorded life-long penance, or
what Lonergan would call continuous conversion, made this his very first testament
reference, even before his mention of lepers: “The Lord granted me, Brother Francis, to
begin to do penance in this way…”33
Day after day, as he prays his Little Office, Francis recalls the words of the psalm: Holy
Father, zeal for your house has devoured me (PsF 5:9).34 This constant reminder certainly
helped him grasp the full scope of the invitation that he had heard in the little chapel of San
Damiano. The house to be repaired was not only a material building, or even himself, but
the whole Church, and beyond it, all of humanity, and finally, all of creation.35
Repairing churches36 became a concrete expression of his consciousness growing from the
visible to the invisible: from broken chapels to the wounds of the crucified mystical body of
Christ: “He was serving Christ in helping to rebuild his house, where he was present under
the species of bread and wine. It was Christ who was the centre, Christ who was his source
of joy. When he imitated Christ, he found joy.”37
Shifting from introspection to self-awareness, from personal satisfaction to value, and from
focus on self to centering on God, the total conversion that resulted from Francis’ frank and
diligent journey through a maze of questions and answers and the questions raised by those
answers, Francis was now ready to establish new footings for his evolving belief system.
HOW FRANCIS’ SPIRITUALITY TRANSCENDED HIS CULTURE
Let’s now consider how Francis mediated between the received Gospel tradition and his
own culture. We begin with foundations, the fifth function proposed by Lonergan.
Foundations bears many of the characteristics of the previous function, namely dialectics.
For instance, both struggle to discern the best course among evidently defensible meanings
attributable to the events of history. The challenge is to differentiate the two.
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Whereas dialectics looks back at what we have appropriated, foundations is a reflection on
the new horizons that we have chosen and arrived at in our search for truth and value in the
first mediating phase of theology.38 Foundations, therefore, looks forward from whom we
have become by the choices that we have made through our careful understanding and
evaluation of the past.39
Awareness of the Gospel produced in Francis a dramatic broadening of horizons and
elevation of consciousness. He approached intellectual conversion, moral conversion and
religious conversion with the willingness to find God in all things and all people. He showed
the courage to align his life with his evolving outlook on faith and love–to “walk the talk” in
peace and joy40.
Francis relentlessly sought to make decisions that were concrete and meaningful when faced
with contradictions and dark spaces between daily life, church life and Gospel life.
As illustrations, I have chosen three courses of action that he chose in relation to the
received faith of his mother and the religion of his church community. My focus today
concerns priesthood, brotherhood, and the role of the magisterium, specifically the papacy.
Francis’ decision to not become a priest must be viewed from at least two angles. First, he
does not appear to have felt a call, at least initially, to life within hierarchical structures of the
church. Second, the life and privilege that clergy enjoyed was not compatible with his view
of penance.
Yet, the call to living the Gospel in the footsteps of Jesus Christ was of paramount
importance for Francis. Without disparaging the call to priesthood or monastic life in others,
he vigorously pursued a life in union with Lady Poverty that he saw as the mirror of Christ.
Consequently, he understood his call as being “to give witness to the Gospel by having
nothing and being nothing, by living on the social and geographical margins of urban Italian
society”.41
Also, having seen the dark side of privilege and prestige, he feared that he might fall into the
less desirable habits that he saw in some church officials. He understood how compelling is
their lure, and how power can corrupt.
Francis’ spirituality is only comprehensible in the context of fraternal life,42 which he chose
once having reflected on the meaning of the attraction of others to his chosen way of life.
He came to see these brothers as a divine sign about how he was called to live his faith.43 In
his Testament, he would write, “The Lord gave me brothers.”44
Soon brotherhood became his hermeneutical lens and the horizon on which he understood
the Gospel and applied its teachings to his own life.
Further evidence of the centrality of brotherhood can be found in his most amazing work,
The Canticle of the Creatures, written near the end of his life. In it, he celebrates all of creation
as one large family, in union with the Holy Trinity, the ultimate form and meaning of
relationship.
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From this evidence, we may conclude that one of the key foundations of Francis’ spirituality
was his insight that, at least for him, “spiritual direction” comes not so much from a
“master” but from “living out one’s calling to be brother and sister”.45
It is quite understandable, therefore, that Francis would want to lead a fraternal and Gospel
life within a particular horizon, and it is not entirely surprising that he deliberately chose to
live that life under the authority of the Pope, despite his disappointment with some aspects
of church life.
Rather than operate negatively in regards to excesses and laxities in the church, Francis
chose to operate positively in fidelity to Christ’s Gospel and to the pope that he felt Jesus
had designated to lead the new generations of his disciples.
Francis wanted to guard his fraternity from the temptation to evolve into a protest
movement. This would have entailed further temptations, each with its own risk of deviating
from truth out of pride and self-sufficiency. Francis intentionally chose, therefore, to align
himself with the Pope, to pledge the obedience of his brotherhood to the Holy See, and to
ask papal permission for his form of life.
The very early years of the thirteenth century, which happen to coincide with Francis’
conversion, mark the high point of the rise and spread of the Cathars. Sources make it clear
that their teaching had reached Umbria before the beginning of the century, including the
valley of Spoleto of which Assisi was one of the gems. 46
Rather than to openly oppose the movement led by Francis, the Roman Curia busied itself in
protecting it, in order to use for its own ends, but not without modifying it. Francis was
conscious of this. He suffered as a result but bowed in obedience and accepted the
mutilation of his intentions, with a sense of death in his soul.47
As a result, the movement became more an ecclesial institution than the poverello had
originally intended. There is no doubt that he initially intended a lay movement, living
without ecclesial privileges. Yet his determination to remain faithful to the Holy See
remained steadfast throughout.48 For Francis, the Church provided the safest guarantee of
fidelity to the Gospel.
Certainly, other decisions taken by Francis are noteworthy as he began to live in communion
with Christ, poor and crucified, in the love of God and in brotherhood with all humanity
and all creation. His authentic quest for the practical meaning of Gospel value continuously
led Francis onto new horizons, preparing him for the next leg of the journey wherein clear
statements of his beliefs could be phrased and proclaimed, leading ultimately to the
conversion of others.
+

+

+

So, let’s now explore the sixth function of sound theology, namely doctrine. From among
various foundational principles that result from the proper operation of dialectic, key
doctrinal statements can be articulated: “The statements that doctrines express are
judgments of fact and judgments of value.”49
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It can be said, therefore, that the effective communication of faith principles depends on the
methodical organization of doctrine as the application of judgment.
Several doctrinal statements can be declared to underpin the belief system that we associate
with Francis and Franciscanism. Let’s consider some of these.
First, God is good: It was the inherent goodness of God—perfect and gratuitous--that
Francis chose to emphasize. This reality eventually took on gargantuan proportions. It was
for him the pervasive and all-encompassing truth. No other aspect of God’s existence so
stirred Francis into joy and anguish than the profound realization that God so loved him
that he sent his son to reveal his love fully and, in the process, die for our mistakes. This
would be communicated concretely at Greccio and La Verna.
Second, voluntary poverty is the privileged path that disposes us to his goodness:
There is no Franciscan charism without poverty and no real knowledge of that charism
without an appreciation of what it meant to him. Indeed, it is the thread that provides
continuity in eight centuries of Franciscan tradition.50 Poverty, however, was not an end in
itself but the path of union with Jesus.51
Third, humility is the grateful acceptance of God’s goodness, especially in the gift of
God’s Son in Word and Eucharist52: In the face of grandeur, Francis chose humility. He
would encourage his brothers in his early rule to do so as well.53
Humility was not for Francis a pious posture. Rather, it leads to true self-understanding and
enables the building of durable communities.
Francis sought to be humble in relation to God, from whom all good things come. His
model was the humility of the Incarnation, which reflected love rather than any false
modesty or self-deprecation. Its expression was harmony with and fraternal love toward all
of humanity and all of creation.
Fourth statement, compassion is our response to God’s goodness: When we are
conscious of what we receive and where it comes from, we are grateful, and if we are
grateful we are inclined to reciprocate. The most direct, though never adequate way of doing
so is by acting toward others as God has behaved toward us. The response, for Francis and
his followers, became compassion for the poor.
Fifth, Jesus, the Incarnate Word, is at the very centre of human existence and all that
we do must flows from there: While Francis devoted equal attention to God Father, Son and
Holy Spirit, an appreciation of the nature of his relationship to Jesus is the key to
understanding and practicing his particular form of spirituality.
Whereas, in his day, the triumphant Christ was the way in which most Christians imaged
Jesus, it was in the humanity of Jesus - that Francis found solace in troubled times. Though
not alone in reaching this insight, Francis found a stable equilibrium between the humanity
of Jesus and his divinity. In so doing, he enriched our understanding of two great mysteries
of faith, the Trinity and the Incarnation. 54
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Sixth, we are brother and sister to all creation: Because God the Father is creator of all,
Francis understood himself to be brother and sister to all.
Statements, such as these six, can be viewed as Francis’ distillations of Gospel value. These
went to the very heart of the meaning of Christianity, at least insofar as his own experience
of it as a received religion was concerned.
From imminently concrete manifestations of what Francis judged to be Gospel truths would
evolve a systemization of particular truths into a structure of beliefs that would soon
facilitate and foster effective communication.
+

+

+

Lonergan underscored the risk of confusing the work focused on doctrine with that of work
centered on systematics, the seventh functional specialty. While acknowledging the
similarities and their common purpose of fostering understanding, he clarified the
differences:
“It is not the intent of systematics to increase certitude but to promote an understanding of
what one is already certain about. It does not seek to establish the facts, but strives to
uncover why the facts are what they are.”55
In recent years, Francis’ written communication has been painstakingly analyzed with the
result that many studies have revealed important information regarding his intentions,
thereby helping us to experience more authentically his understanding of Gospel meaning.
Twenty-eight writings are attributed to him, some very brief indeed, but two documents
stand out in this corpus to reveal his system of beliefs: The Earlier Rule, also known as regula
non bullata or The Rule Without a Papal Seal, written in stages probably between 1209 and
1221; and the Admonitions, with uncertain dating.
Franciscanism’s origins have no more eloquent witness than the text of the Early Rule.56 A
form of it had likely been approved by PopeInnocent III in 1215.57 No doubt this rule
emanated from the heart of Francis himself. There is also no doubt that it was developed
over time as a result of discussions held during the gathering of the first brothers.
The text that we know today includes negative insertions58, elaborations and clarifications59,
and elements that reflect the influence of the Fourth Lateran Council.60 These passages may
not be rooted in the spontaneous thinking of Francis, but they do reflect his deep concern
that the rule be a useful guide for the conduct of growing numbers of adherents. Certain
beliefs would have to be systematized for the good of order.
The Admonitions are gentle counsels or exhortations: twenty-eight teachings that offer
insights into the ways in which he translated biblical thoughts into the ordinary experiences
of daily life.61
Judging by the epithets used by leading Franciscan scholars, it is virtually impossible to
exaggerate the significance of the Admonitions in capturing the essence of Francis’ spirituality.
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It has been called “the Charter of a life in the Christian spirit of brotherhood,”62 “the
Franciscan Sermon on the Mount”, and “a mirror of Perfection.”63
Although systematics as expressed in the Admonitions are oftentimes innovative and
insightful, the ideas that they contain are not always new. For instance, scholars have found
traces of Augustine and others in the first four admonitions. Rather, Francis’ originality can
be found principally in his systematization of insights both new and borrowed.
While both the Early Rule and the Admonitions are communications in their own right, I refer
to them as an illustration of his systematics. Upon this solid structure rests a range of
communication activities, many of which had a major impact on his culture as well as on
many religious traditions that we have inherited.
+

+

+

Lonergan’s view of communication is that it is the functional specialty of theology that
transposes consciousness from the realm of theory to the realm of common sense in relating
Christian doctrine to cultural reality.64
With communication, we return to the basic level of consciousness in order to situate what
we have come to know in a context that is relevant to the experience of others.
Broadly speaking, Francis’ communication takes many forms. Today, I will mention four: his
way of living, his preaching, his use of drama and his writing.
For Francis, authentic communication could no more be detached from how he lived than
the act of flying could be detached from the birds to which legend says that he preached.65 It
appears that he understood that very well: “Francis the apostolic man and Francis the mystic
were not two sides or phases; they were fused.”66
So imperative was the need to integrate prayer with the content of his apostolic action that
he admonished his brothers to preach with their very lives. His most critical decisions would
have less to do with whether or how to preach but how to live in order to preach
authentically. Preaching the Gospel would have to mean being the good news to others,
much as Jesus had been in his own time.
His preaching touched, not on abstract theological ideas, but on the sacredness and wonder
of creation as a mirror of God, its creator. He focused on events in Christ’s life as much as
he did on his teachings. This relentless reference to Jesus as the Word made man was the
natural consequence of a prayer and fraternal life centered on the humanity of Jesus.
Indeed, to fully apprehend this focus on the person of Christ in preaching as well as other
forms of Franciscan communication, we must take a step back to examine its interior
expression, namely prayer. In the realm of mystical prayer, Francis was innovative; his
religious experience dramatically shaped the future of Western Christianity as a pioneer of
what one author called “the mysticism of the historical event.”67
Up to Francis’ time, most Christian prayer had been primarily “soul” mysticism (an interior,
neo-platonic, world-transcending prayer) or nature mysticism, which sought contact with
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God through creation. Francis synthesized the two with contemporary themes in theology,
especially a devotion to the humanity of Christ ushered in by Bernard of Clairvaux. Francis
did this by celebrating concrete details of the life of Jesus infusing them with spiritual energy
and meaning.68
Francis’ preaching was centered on Jesus, and it was concise. In the Rule of 1223, chapter
nine, we find these words, "Moreover, I advise and admonish the friars that in their
preaching, their words should be examined and chaste. They should aim only at the
advantage and spiritual good of their listeners, telling them briefly about vice and virtue,
punishment and glory, because our Lord himself kept his words short on earth."
If Francis saw in Jesus the exemplar of authenticity, who did what he preached and preached
what he did, then he could expect nothing less of brothers who also preached. His dearest
wish was that no one could accuse them of hypocrisy. “They were penitents preaching
penance.”69
Although we have no record of sermons delivered by Francis, we do have this first-hand
account of his preaching at Bologna in 1222, which underscored the efficacy of his
preaching: (Quote) “Men and women flocked to him; it was a question of who would at least
touch the fringe of his clothing or who would tear off a piece of his poor habit.”70 “His word
was like a burning fire.”71 (unquote.)
Francis’ way of preaching was neither rhetorical nor doctrinal. In effect, he preached as
though he were a captain exhorting his troops to steel their courage for the battle ahead. His
goal was to rally his fellow countrymen to undertake conversion and campaign for peace
with the same vigour that would be needed to wage a war.
If his style was unlike that used in standard sermons, so was the content. In the later rule,
solemnly approved by Pope Honorius III in 1223, chapter nine is dedicated to preaching.
“From the first sentence on, it appears that the Order is conscious of its apostolic mission,
which does not depend on the authority of a bishop, though his authority must be
respected”.72 As though to avoid controversy regarding doctrine, this article made it clear
that (quote) “the friar’s sermons should concern morality and the practice of Christian life”.73
(Unquote)
We must also look upon Francis’ physical presentation as a deliberate form of
communication. There is no doubt that he had an intuitive sense of dramatic style and an
astute appreciation of the impact of theatrical devices. One cannot consider his dress and
gestures without seeing an intention to create an effect.
Similarly, one cannot fail to appreciate the far-reaching impact of so grand a gesture as his
foolhardy journey across the frontiers of a holy war to embrace a Moslem prince. Nor can
we forget Francis’ dramatic re-enactment of the Lord’s Nativity, not with gold and incense,
but with a live ox and ass.
It is to two key documents that our minds now turn as we finally receive the communication
of Franciscan tradition, and Francis’ long journey that led to it. In fact, both documents can
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be generally called testaments, one being chapter 22 of his Early Rule; the other being the
Testament itself that Francis appears to have dictated near the end of his life.
One author calls this chapter “The Testament of 1219.” 74 Its setting is specific: Francis
envisages a martyr’s death as he prepares to leave for Egypt, applying many verses of Jesus’
farewell discourse from John’s gospel. As one might expect, he refers to what matters most
in the spirituality and form of life of the order.
HOW WE APPROPRIATE FRANCIS’ RELIGIOUS INSIGHTS
Francis was a sincere, intelligent and successful communicator. The evidence that we have
for this is quite simply the durability of its form and content, and the constantly renewed and
re-invigorated interest it has elicited for the past 800 years.
The challenge is to apply to the communication of Franciscan spirituality the best practices
of modern corporate communications. Today, we have a broader array of media available to
us than Francis had and a deeper understanding of how even traditional tools of
communication operate.
In 40 years of communication theory and practice, I have become aware of numerous
principles and tools that enable people to better reach disparate audiences with key messages
to affect change—in other words, to cause conversion. I have no doubt that the learning that
we have achieved in the secular arena can now be harnessed at the service of a particularly
Franciscan worldview for the benefit of those for whom it would have resonance.
It would be necessary, I believe, if not imperative, to apply to Franciscan communication
Lonergan’s insights. These insights are very consistent with those of Francis. The outcome
promises, I believe, to support the church’s hopes for a new era of evangelization.
Perhaps the most compelling aspects of Francis’ religious reality is the balance that he struck
between being authentically faithful to the meaning of the Gospel, as he understood it, and
fidelity to the official teachings of the church, as witnessed by his wholesale inclusion of
council decrees in his own writings.
I am reminded of the parallels that exist between this simple and sincere post-conciliar
person who prayed and preached in the shadows of both heretical and church-led reform
movements and us, who dwell, worship and navigate in a sea of isms: aggressive atheism,
passive agnosticism, rationalized hedonism, doctrinal secularism, awkward pluralism, and on
and on.
Returning to Lonergan as the lens through which we have formed a fuller appreciation of
how Francis communicated his spirituality, we can also get a glimpse of how we can more
effectively communicate the tradition of Franciscan spirituality available to us today by
seizing certain opportunities for further development.
The conclusion for us is that our communication must make judicious use of symbols to
faithfully convey meaning. Too often traditional symbols are misrepresented, misused or
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misunderstood, or mindlessly applied long after they have lost their capacity to bear meaning
in cultural circumstances remote from those in which they were first conceived.
Clearly, this problem is insidious because “the communication of the Christian vision resides
largely in its symbols. Yet these symbols are understood differently by different people.
Their meaning is not transparent. They require both the critical examination of their
meaning in the first century and the critical understanding of them in the (21st) century.”75
Our point of departure must, of course, be with Jesus, just as it was for Francis. If
continuous conversion was at the heart of his spiritual life, it must be so for anyone wishing
to communicate his spirituality in our own culture.
Indeed, conversion, as understood in the method of Lonergan, is by definition something to
which we must remain disposed at all times, and it must be an authentic expression of
decisions to change in order to progress—a transformation that begins with an experience to
which we are attentive, understood by being intelligent, judged by being reasonable, and
acted upon by being responsible.
Indeed, all Christians are called to make sober judgements and coherent decisions about the
meaning of the Gospel, and to take responsible and loving action that is suited to their own
particular circumstances. We all are called to consciousness in faith, to conversion in hope,
and to self-transcendence in Love.
Francis’ charism has been celebrated and condemned. He himself has been imitated and
ridiculed. Still, his communication of meaning endures.
We can learn something about his enduring legacy by examining what people say and write
about it today. Themes as timeless as peacemaking, preaching by example, the brotherhood
of creation and the balance between prayer and action remain relevant.
Enduring also are the appeal of his simplicity to a stressed and weary age, pointing as it does
to the continuing relevance of “down-to-earth” experiences of God, and the spirituality of
reconciliation.
So, the next question is this: Was Francis’ way of looking at things compatible with our own?
When Pope John Paul II declared Francis of Assisi to be the patron saint of ecology, I doubt
that anyone was surprised. His Canticle of Creation alone would have earned him that accolade.
On the surface, it appears rustic and naive, but “when it is seen in terms of Francis’ other
works and the motivation behind its composition, the poem in fact acquires indisputable
claim to originality and complexity.”76
Francis tied all things together into a single integrated worldview, which encompassed God,
humankind and all things great and small created by God’s own hand. He understood their
intended connectedness, so it would not be surprising to find a prominent liberation
theologian eight centuries later to write a book linking the cry of the earth and the cry of the
poor.77
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Scarcely anyone feels immune from conflict. As anxiety grows about the nature and
frequency of distrust, disputes, aggressive behavior and armed conflicts intensify; people still
dare to dream of peace. So the need for peacemakers is as obvious today as it was in Francis’
time.78
Despite growing public interest in matters of religion and spirituality, a phenomenon often
heralded under the banner of post-modern values, it must be recognized that we live in a
very materialistic world. The acquisitive and clinging tendency that seems to fuel an
insatiable appetite for power and possessions creates remarkable anxiety in our lives and
provokes us to assume roles and adopt behaviors that sink us into ever-darkening depths of
stress.
This was also true in Francis’ day, albeit manifested differently. His spirituality, however,
provided relief from the anguish of unnatural ambitions: evangelical poverty was the
antidote that he prescribed. While the challenge that this spirituality poses is daunting, for
which reason we are often inclined to dismiss it, it is as relevant to us today as it was to him
in his day. He would have been no more eager to part with property than we would be. But
it was the price that he was prepared to pay to find meaning, authenticity and joy in Christ
rather than the ways of the world.
We live, as Francis did, in an age when divergent opinions regarding the way in which we are
called to witness to gospel value in our daily lives are confronted to one another as soldiers
pitted against one another on a battlefield. It seems that at such a time, his response to this
cognitive dissonance is worthy of our attention.
Francis saw in his day those who would imitate Jesus concretely as well as those who would
adapt his ways more symbolically. Francis saw those who chose a direct route to God as well
as those who would place more emphasis on structures and intermediaries. He witnessed
trends that encouraged heterogeneity and others that stressed the need for orthodoxy and
orthopraxis.
These trends are still with us today and the divisions between people and communities
continue to widen. Perhaps it is no wonder that we are so attracted to a gentle person who
held deep-seated convictions but, in a genuine sense of spiritual poverty, sought to humbly
apply them to his own life rather than bitterly reproach others.
The challenge is to communicate these insights with language that resonates for people
today, particularly those who are unfamiliar with the expressions and even the categories of
traditional religious discourse and the rituals of its celebration and worship. The challenge is
also to use the stories of Francis’ life in new ways to engender passion in faith and
compassion in love. It is finally to leverage genuine conversion, as Lonergan understood the
term, in the hearts and minds of God’s people.
These challenges call us to be creative in the way we present Francis, always mindful of the
adaptations required, and always recalling that Francis communicated by his life more than
by his words …as Jesus had done. While Francis’ form of theology can be described as
“archaic”79, his spirituality is timeless because it continues to “elicit our wonder and to
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inspire our feeble attempts to follow (him) in his dedication to the ‘vita evangelii Jesu
Christi.’”80
CONCLUSION
What is most remarkable for me about the life and spirituality of Francis—what certainly
makes these relevant today—is that they encapsulate the drama of authentic human
existence. I conclude with this very loose quotation from a book by Brain Braman on
meaning and authenticity in which he cites Bernard Lonergan and Charles Taylor:
(Quote) Authenticity is the experience of a profound transformation in one’s being and
doing. This transformation rests on an inner conviction that is the fruit of conversion and it
is the concrete principle of authentic self-transcendence. It is expressed in choosing
ourselves in the light of the infinite. The principle of redemption is self-sacrificing love.
What will ransom us and the world is an ability to love the world, ourselves and God, to see
it as good in spite of the wrong. The fruit of authentic self-transcendence consist in a “yes”
of incomparable presence apprehended as beauty, meaning, truth, or goodness, this consent
brings about joy, peace, detachment, and freedom. 81 (Unquote)
These, above all, are the gifts of Francis to a world that scavenges in all the wrong places for
meaning and joy.
Dante once boldly proclaimed, “Francis of Assisi had brought forth onto the world a sun.”
In a way, it is true. Francis did shine a special light on the meaning of Christian scripture,
and on the truth of our own lives. It is a warm natural light, the material of Creation.
Meaning and authenticity: This is what fascinates us even today about the poverello. The
drama of human existence constantly changes setting; characters are adapted; the dialogue
evolves. But the narrative remains unchanged. That is the value of telling the story of
Francis, especially today.
Francis of Assisi remains an inspiration because he has communicated effectively. What he
communicated is timeless. It is the result of consciousness and conversion that develops
progressively.
But what is perhaps most remarkable is his falling in love. That, above all, is why he is for so
many people an icon of Christian spirituality.
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